
   
 

 

ArcticSkills 2021. Evaluation by the hosts. 

This year's ArcticSkills was arranged as a live-stream event with Utbildning Nord and 

Gränsälvsgymnasiet as hosts and organizers. The program was carried out with the help of a media 

house in Luleå, a studio at Utbildning Nord, and live features and edited broadcasts from the 

participating schools in Tornio, Rovaniemi, Kautokeino, Murmansk and Kirkenes. In Kirkenes, the 

Barents Secretariat assisted us with valuable help in the broadcasts. We conducted a “dress 

rehearsal” for the program during the Finnmark Championship, and the Murmansk region conducted 

a similar online program during the vocational competition «Young Professionals». 

The response indicates that the program was a success, we reached many viewers (2000 in the first 

part), and the competition was presented in a way that made the subjects more in focus. Of course, 

we missed festivity and physical meetings, but parts of the program we will take with us in the 

future. Below is some feedback from the partners to the board meeting in May 2021. 

Kirkenes upper secondary: 

As participating school, and also speaking for the other participating schools from the Norwegian 

side, we are very satisfied with the event, both the competitions and the live stream. 

As lead partner: 

First of all, a big thank you must be directed to everyone involved in AS21. They all contributed to the 

successful arrangement lead by the Swedish side. 

It’s already said many good words about the AS 21. When we look back on the event, AS as an 

organization should be proud of AS 21, and our ability to adapt to a challenging situation.  

The live broadcast was very good, with visits to all arenas. The studio lifted the broadcast, with good 

reporters who sewed the different subjects and arenas together in a very nice way, with knowledge 

to all subjects. I can add that we have received good feedback on the broadcast from external 

audiences, outside school. 

In our opinion, the good experience with the broadcast must lead us to consider broadcasting to a 

bigger audience as a regular part of ArcticSkills. 

Review from the Finnish partners: 

Thanks for great hosting to Mathias. The cooperation with the Mediahouse worked well. Good 

learning for Lappia.  Big step forward. Digital solutions can be the future. Streaming had problems in 

Rovaniemi, Looking forward to a summon up. 

Review from the Russian partner. 

Thanks to Sweden. Next year we will broadcast from the arenas to compensate for the lack of one 

common arena. Planned a medal ceremony before the end of May with the presence of the 

Governor, who takes interest in the project. 

 



   
 

Utbildning Nord: 

Pleased to hear the positive feedback. Good cooperation with and between the Partners. The 

summon-up is not yet finished. Overall, we are pleased and think we did at fine performance. Some 

points: During the broadcast 2000 followers from the start, mediahouse said that this was a great 

number. Katharina: Thank you for the engagement, successful event. Followed by students and 

teachers at Gr.gymnasiet. Peter: Impressed by the broadcast. Interesting and fun to follow. Leif: 

Diplomas will be sent out this week. On the way 

Summon-up: 

It was possible to ensure a digital competition and broadcast of this event thanks to good 

collaborations, partners and exchanging and sharing of knowledge and ideas between all actors 

involved in Arctic Skills. Without the exchange and experience from the regional competition in 

Finnmark and also the «Young Professionals» WorldSkills in Russia, it would have been a lot more 

challenging to host the online event of Arctic Skills 2021. Thanks to the output and experience from 

those competitions, ArcticSkills and the host of the event of 2021, Utbildning Nord got a lot of 

knowledge and experience of how to manage a vocational championship set in a hybrid/online-

format. 

Utbildning Nord had no experience of a digital and streamed event of this magnitude before and 

therefore a key factor for ensuring the quality of the broadcast was to enlist Norrmedia in Luleå 

Sweden.   

They had a technical solution ready and helped the AS project to set up streams for the broadcast 

using v-mix call.  Media guidelines where drafted, to make sure that all schools got instructions and 

guidelines for their individual streams and how they were supposed to log on to the broadcast. The 

technician and producer from Norrmedia were involved in this process. Contact was established 

between each school and Norrmedia.  

V Mix Call is a browser-based video call software, native to a broadcasting software v Mix. V Mix Call 

is browser based, which means that the only thing you need is a smartphone – but you can also 

connect more advanced cameras if you are using a computer. 

Even though there where some challenges, the championship and broadcast were located through 

13 different sites/schools, 13 unique transmissions IDs were made, and a test-transmission were set 

up the day before the competition.  The test-transmission worked well in general, some things were 

left to tune-in. But it was solved before the broadcast. 

V-Mix call worked very vell during the broadcast, there were some minor technical difficulties during 

the day, but nothing that interfered with the entity of the broadcast.  

Over 2000 started streams with an average time of 30 min (embedded stream from mediahuset), 

and over 4000 interactions on Facebook. Mediahuset AB finds the statistic from their stream very 

good. It proved to be a challenge to do a sum-up regarding statistic since it’s hard to translate  

 

 

 



   
statistic from one platform to another: and 2021 Arctic Skills were streamed in numerous platforms. 

The conclusion is that the broadcast reached at least 2000 viewers but most likely a lot more, the 

average time for every stream is believed to be a very good result. Everyone involved in the 

arrangement of Arctic Skills contributed to make it a success. 

The dialog between coordinators, experts and between partners in general worked fantastic, the 

main focus was problem orientation, and the level of execution and contribution was great.   

Somethings worth highlighting was that reporters on site truly elevated the broadcast from a studio 

perspective.  

Each country focused and delivered pre-recorded materials that were used in the broadcast: the 

vocational skills, and the need of vocational workforce in the Barents region where one of the 

subjects to highlight in the broadcast.  

The primary focus that the host set for completion of a digital championship 2021 was: 

1. Arrange and succeed with competitions in all subjects  

2.  Highlight vocational skills, and the need of a skilled workforce, not in the future but for 

ensuring the future of a thriving Barents region. 

3. Fair competitions for students, with sufficient assessment basis for the experts/judges 

4. Live coverage for the general audience 

1: Out of 17 vocations/subjects the project managed to have a competition in 15 of those subjects.  

Only ICT-services and Heavy machinery operator was not able to compete in an online-format.  

From the host standpoint that is believed to be a very good outcome. 

3: The frames and adjustments in each subject were made in a very productive and cooperative 

manor, all the experts and coordinators from each country together with the project manager acted 

with the project and the competition in mind from the beginning to the end. The final result was a 

fair and of a high-quality competition.  

3-4: The live-broadcast was of a high quality that hopefully highlighted the students competing, and 

also the need of a skilled vocational-workforce in the Barents region. Hopefully it influenced parts of 

the audience to consider a vocational education in the future.  

 

Mattias Søder  

 


